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letter from the poetry editors

the 
poetry within 
these 
pages
is diverse, containing a range of voices varying in age, 
tone, experience, and background. What culminates from 
their coming together is a truly unique collection of poetry, 
imagined and created by those living in the South Sound area.

We realize our publication only scratches the surface of South 
Sound’s varied and seasoned poetic voices, techniques, 
and styles, but we hope it scratches the surface in a way that 
intrigues, inspires, and encourages the continuation of new 
writing. As Rainer Maria Rilke says in Letters to a Young Poet,

“write about your sorrows, 

your wishes, 

your passing thoughts, 

your belief in 

anything beautiful.”

The publication you have in your hands took an excessive amount of 
coffee and many all-nighters to create, but we couldn’t be more proud.

We owe great thanks to every individual that helped in the creation of 
this issue, mostly to our brave and talented submitters. Your words 
are our inspiration-- we can only hope we have done them justice. 

Thank you South Sound,

Your poetry editors at WRIST

Ava Williams and Crys Ignatowski

SELECTION PROCESS  We received over 200 poems, and in order to avoid bias, the 
judging process was completely blind. We deeply regret having to limit the number of 
poems we could publish, but fortunately, WRIST publishes year-round on a monthly 
basis. (Please submit!)  JUDGES Tammy Robacker, Maria Gudaitis, Crys Ignatowski, Ava 
Williams

this magazine is
designed to con-
vince you to the 
presence of south 
sound writers. the 
thing is that all
new writings are 
rather meaning-
less until read by 
unassociated peo-
ple. so the idea is to 
get you to read this 
publication, to let 
them connect with 
you and tempt you 
into learning more 
about other per-
ceptions on...
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Cold
___________________________________________________________________

beverly fesharaki

Waiting for his touch
I linger too long at the party,
smile and work the room.
My black dress swagger lies while
I crave yesterday’s tenderness,
long for last week’s warm look,
search for myself in his frosty eyes.
Yet another freezing glance and I know, 
     as sure as my fear,
his warmth has moved on and
     I’m left out
in the cold.

When the Mind is Memory
___________________________________________________________________

Lauren Plitkins

When the mind is memory, 
the tongue thinks 
sea coral, scuttled ship,
hot macadam— the taste 
of truth and utility
as limestone rocks slice 
folds of brain. 
When mind is memory,
hair thins along the crown
ghost scalp stretches taut
skin laughs for the lined-face.
When the mind is memory,
breath owns an ear
each time dry lips scratch my lobes. 
hands hold tight to half-moon
curve of shoulders.
When mind is memory,
your hulking body is a flat expanse
of rotting desert, drained and gutted
like trout on the checkered
bathroom floor.
When memory is memory,
I cut myself from your organs
with a blunt knife.

Oatmeal Season
___________________________________________________________________

kevin Miller

You have history, 
reluctance to give in 
to authority, the sacrament 
of winter becomes sky 
lumps and all you want 
is to make amends. 
Apologies to the dead 
are falling birds, faith stalls 
over open water, your 
contrition a box of rocks. 
Near the candle, burned 
matches stack like a cord 
of prayers. It’s too late 
for fire, wishes taste like soot. 
There’s no one to promise.

Beginning With a Line From Dafydd ap Gwilym
___________________________________________________________________

Allen braden

          for Kevin Miller

Until honey comes from stones
instead of steam from wet cobbles 
between downpours in old Town,
our lives will unravel on their own.
Yes, even the innocent revel in trouble.
Seamus, for one, with his fire engine
bashing the squad car until naptime.
Dreams of sirens, flames, unlikely rescue.
Though Cammie breaks apart entwined 
bulbs then tucks in one after another
where you just rototilled and mulched.
Though bumblebees on lavender-bloom
fumble at pebbles of pollen to dream up
nectar. Sure, try to imagine that golden stash
in hived dark somewhere nearby: the light 
will blossom into cascades of lazy honey.
Maybe, as we’ve been told, the power to create
does outshine the succulent power to destroy.
Which, would you say, rules body, rules spirit? 

Postcard in the Past Perfect
___________________________________________________________________

Allen braden

London. 1940. overhead, bombers in formation
herd clouds before them like a cattle guard.

but this is Tacoma. Present day. The air 
raid just a shift change at Almond Roca

and it’s only a fleet of geese flummoxed 
by pulp mill exhaust navigating above us.

Instinct’s a mystery. The magnetization
of their wishbones remains a code

unbroken. We’re all survivors one way
or another. our victory garden 

tilled under  into The Sound garden.
grunge apparently the best we can do.

See how easily the eye deceives?
Listen close, Reader. I’ll show you. 

Author-ized Alterations
___________________________________________________________________

Carl Palmer

not actually how it may have happened
but maybe how I wish it would have 
occurred or could come about if ever 
that circumstance should emerge again
 
as an author I am able to alter any event
change outcomes actions and answers
make it different and do it all over again 
when or wherever by use of written words

perhaps hoping you’ll read what I wrote
believe that it really did happen that way
possibly change more than just the story
maybe change how I get along with you

The Keeper
___________________________________________________________________

Alex Newman

I collect people
like I collect books -

sorted, stacked
by genre 
alphabetized
by author
cordoned in care-printed cards

pearl-skinned, pretty ones
worn and wise ones
yellowed, aged ones
beautiful and broken ones.

but souls are more slippery -
they inhale
and leap
from the shelf edge -
a suicidal plunge

or mayhaps 
decay
pages melting away
against wile or will
to dusty death

Why won’t you let me keep you?
Save you 
sort you
stamp you
shelve you

love you?

Missing Jim Crabtree
___________________________________________________________________

kevin Miller

Crab, that sly smile curled 
its way across your face 
and the stars you had for eyes
glistened like the Waterford
goblets Mother left us, she 
and you too, jimmy, left us 
stranded and dumb, muddling
in the kitchen with hand cut
glassware shelved, and when 
the willow leaves have fallen 
and a rare winter sun sneaks 
its flat line into the kitchen 
to bounce off this crystal, 
I hold what remains— 
the way you said, hey, Mills, 
the mistakes I made, the deep 
cut of your death lined in news-
print in a vanished Seattle paper. 

Diner
___________________________________________________________________

Allen braden

The group one booth over deliberates
what to visit in vegas—a museum 
for Liberace or Cold War nuclear testing.

Liberace’s closes this spring, one points out.
I imagine the homeless of Nevada, at cross-
streets and off-ramps, bravoing and encoring

in sequined capes or glam-buckled, velvet 
platform shoes. easy go, easy come. 
The diner hangs in there (from Susie Q. 

to Chaka kahn, Adam & eve dished up
on a plate for our hunger. The front door
okayed for hippies and other subversives).

The beloved. The unloved. here together,
ordering, slurping, arguing, eavesdropping.
hipsters slouch in the back door nowadays.

Shame on my fashionable plainspoken
shoes. Shame on the whole milk explosion
in my espresso, so like a mushroom cloud.
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The Dane at 72
___________________________________________________________________

Richard Lovering

The question’s still the same and so’s the rub
But years have worn away the novelty;
When north of sixty, natural cause takes all
Despite the actual fact: a hollowpoint
Expanding through the throat, an overdraught
Of valium in your drink, a jump, a rope
Your friends – all who remain – may mourn
But no one is aflame with indignation 
That you missed your chance, none desperate to unfold
Your once subjunctive fate
And truthfully, outrageous fortune’s left
You’re not shocked now, your heart no longer aches
Love’s a well worn too small coat 
And even melancholy with its sinusoidal curve
No longer is the roller coaster car
You once rode with your bodkin pointing out
To pierce the fools who dared get in your way
Your hormones only trickle and your mind
Will lag behind the young, o times o mores,
On the stage the smartest guy’s now someone else
Who plays electric keyboards to your pipe
Épater les bons bourgeois always needs an audience
And yours has left. Who cares? Not even you
Say what you will about that we now know
We can predict it, and at meal’s end
A nap’s a welcome thing.

haiku Sequence: Quality of Light
___________________________________________________________________

Carmen Sterba

lazy summer day—
the length of grandpa’s
catfish tale

circling the lake
by rowboat . . .
castle view

endless clouds—
the usual seagulls
all afternoon

hometown reverie
our own quality
of light

Commencement Bay--
a barge releases logs
into ebb tide

On the Eighth Day
___________________________________________________________________

Dave Warner

the spiritually bulimic
scurry around God’s zoo

the faith in their
fragile umbrellas hopeless
against angels plummeting
from a torn sky

halos clatter
on hemorrhaged streets
clotting with feathers

faces frozen
in nascent belief
imploring

Who whispered Apocalypse
to the horses?

A Letter
___________________________________________________________________

Tyler Yoder

Dear Doctor and Mrs. Wiggenbottom:

Thank you so much for the party! 
I hope all your guests had their fun-
I know that young Julie DuBois did
When she bedded your underaged son.
The décor was perfectly charming, 
Or it was until Randy arrived
(With his bevy of busty young beauties
That he pays to appear by his side)
I’m sorry that I broke your glasses,
And that vase that your Aunt sent from France,
And I’m sure Jim and I were such asses
When we tried to make Eleanor dance.
I know that your neighbours are vicious,
And threatened to call in the cops -
(It was Sue who burned holes in the carpet -
What can you expect from a sot?)
Now, you musn’t mind all the mess, dears,
Or that stranger passed out on the trunk.
Thanks for letting us sleep it off here, dears.
Kisses and love! Signed,
   The Drunks 

Rowboat
___________________________________________________________________

Phil Kennedy

“I wonder how we would ever get back home 
if the continents hadn’t separated” 
 – Henrik & Malla, Scorpiosail 

Without glacier disappeared 
in mid-scour at the last 
possible moment, the yellow boat
could not have floated there at all
so suddenly on such 
ultramarine.

Excepting the comet, 
the invisible thrush could never vanish, 
spiraling out of sound in the deep 
forest above the barnacle beach
discovering distant cries of geese.
 
Unless worlds collide, no silver moon 
against dark matter glides her way, 
drawing up her tidal veil, 
adorned with jewel herring spark, 
across the black and brimming bay.

Save for this restless drifting froth 
of water, rocky earth and air,
no orca hammered plosive breath
and dove beneath the keel,
outlined in arc of phosphor light
at night in the starlit sea.

Had never your cheek been made so curved, 
like felucca’s feather-sail,
no Nile could pour through this my heart, 
nor dripping oar could this invade,
this spit of sand, where the bow of this,
my ship, first touched Eden’s shore

One-line Haiku Harken Back to My Son's Visit
___________________________________________________________________

Carmen Sterba

scent of snow   fir needles stick to my jeans
son’s visit   tree left on the balcony to breathe                   
baggage claim   his Cheshire smile
iPhone in hand   he captures islands
deflated mattress   the flight fades into clouds

The Man Who Couldn’t See Through Rain
___________________________________________________________________

Dave Warner

As he shaves,
in the steely light
that cuts the dusk,
he wonders
How deep should I go?

Traffic stutters,
sirens bully,
neighbors throw sweaty moans
against the wall.

Oily rainbows
circle beneath
streetlamps,

storm drains
gag down the dregs
   of another day.

He thusts an umbrella
into the black and blue
others ignore
by dreaming.

Morning
___________________________________________________________________

Tyler Yoder

I woke hungover, half-past one,
The sky a lovely grey -
I grinned into my cigarette,
And rose to greet the day,
For I was young, and newly poor,
I suffered for my art:
Like every poet ever born,
I had a broken heart,
And all my friends were gathered there
With coffee, and despair,
Perhaps a touch of lunacy,
The greying of our hair,
And I set out with paper, pen,
To nail the world down,
To transmute my troubled life
To pleasant, written, sound.
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The Thrall
___________________________________________________________________

Elizabeth Beck

The victory lies in 
Not letting your palms sweat
Sometimes that’s all the triumph
That is needed
And sometimes even that is insurmountable 
Better to see white crescents in 
The skin
Where fingers have tattooed their nervous desperation
Than to admit such a biological defeat
To appear weak 
While in that final moment of measure
When we are judged in a manner so devastating
It can only be called love
When all it would take is
ONE. shaky. step.
backward
To lose everything.

Sower’sSonnet
___________________________________________________________________

William Turbyfill

Am I like the path trampled underfoot
Able to hear the truth but not receive
Or the dirt in which the seeds take to root
Where no devil is able to deceive.

Am I like rock who hears but will not mold
Where what I hear will vanish in testing
Or with a patient heart do I grab hold
Bearing fruit and joy in honest resting

But could I be the worldly thorn that grows
Choking the word on cares and causing strife
Or does my heart take what the sower sows
Humbly sharing the joys of fruitful life
 
Time passes and the morning dawn draws near
Come sun come rain for I have ears to hear

PE DE ST R I A N  U N I V E R SE
___________________________________________________________________

Gerry Sperry

Little paint-drops drip accidental stars on my dark shoes.

Let them dry.

These are my star walkin’ shoes!
My planet-hopping wingtips,
 Constellated casuals,
  My Bootes boots!

Stellar spectral splashes falling,
Up from creations loaded brush,
Bound with loopy cometary orbits,
In floppy double-tied ellipses.

Can you move the Milky Way?
I can, I do when I get down on rhythms,
In my star-dancing shoes.

I can take the whole of time and space,
In my stride,
At my pace.

If I wiggle my toes.
Heaven knows.

How big is the universe?

About two feet.

Poetry
___________________________________________________________________

Jeff Richardson

Poetry is like a secret spot high in the mountains
The kind of place you come across once and keep going 
back to in your mind
It’s hard to reach
It’s never quite what you expected
It’s cold and rainy and your face is always wet
Bloodthirsty creatures swarming your exposed skin
Half the time you can’t see what you’re looking for and every 
time you go
there you wonder why you bothered
Your stomach growls but you’re too tired to cook
You think about reading but you’ve read all your books
You’d like to have a friend
But it’s better here alone
And when you’re done
You don’t want to go home

Because all the same troubles are waiting for you there
The dog needs feeding
Your girlfriend needs attention
Your parents are saying you don’t visit enough
And all you can think is how you reached it
How you touched the moonlight sun
How you swam in streams of freedom
And all through the trees the birds are singing
Their high and lonesome call...

Wright Park in Fall, After a Poetry Reading
___________________________________________________________________

Laura Barber

The rain begins with tentative drops
Then gains confidence

I take refuge in a greenhouse,
Wend my way past a wedding party deciding where to stand
To a bench I know of 
In the back, near the emergency exit
Where the orchids are scarce and the raindrops loud
The heavy air has texture and resistance

The globes, the skull, the grey cement floor, 
The unfinished bookcases,
Rows of folding chairs, the backs of heads
Carefully enunciating readers 
praising poem after poem

I left because I couldn’t listen anymore
To the rich words
The laden language
Heavy as kitty litter
My own words rose to meet them
So I came here to write some of them down
On this grocery list
Coffee stained and rain pocked

A good place for Saturday afternoon thoughts
Among the detergent and the sour cream

Fourth
___________________________________________________________________

Emily Shorter

I saw an old friend today
We haven’t spoken in so long
I’m reminded of all the secrets we shared
The long nights spent alone in my room
Running my fingers up and down his spine.

He doesn’t get out much anymore
So I invited him to dinner
I let him do most of the talking over the meal
As ever, he made me laugh
He drew me in with his story as quickly as he does every time we visit
Some relationships you can’t stay away from.
After dinner I took him into my room
I undressed and laid down in my bed
I pulled the sheet up to my hips
Propped up my head
Rested my glass of wine on the bedside table

I ran my fingers up his spine
Like I always do
And I opened to the first page of chapter three.

Her Pink Coat
___________________________________________________________________

Susan Ratcliffe

There’s a pink coat
hanging in my closet
next to the rest of the coats
that I hardly wear.
It hangs there, lonely.
A gift from her
my friend, that’s gone now.
I used to carry a half written poem
in the pocket
now that’s gone too.
It’s strange sometimes
to open the door
and see it there, her.
I can still hear her calling my name.
I think it’s made out of rabbit hair
I don’t much care about that though
even though it itches my neck.
I love it -
because it was hers
and now it’s mine
and it reminds me of a time
when things were much different.
I was young and looking for love
and she was always searching
for something she could never find.
Now I am married with children
and she is gone.
She was found
hanging
from a pipe in the basement.
Her life, gone -
by her own hands.
And I am here without her
wearing her coat.

The earTh Moved
___________________________________________________________________

Douglas Dodge

The earth moved.... last night
The world shaking and crumbling around us
And I gazed down at you amid that passionate turmoil
Interpreting the rivers of thoughts that
pool into the blue-green of your eyes
Which fail to douse your fiery passion..
or quench my thirst for you
My fingers tracing your body like brail
Telling me how to touch you
Painting a Picasso on your skin
And you listen to the lexis of love that
my tongue outlines up your neck to your lips
Praying over and over that the earth never stops moving...
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Teeth
___________________________________________________________________

Dianne Avey

I am holding hands I cannot hold, lips
I will never again kiss. A hip bone, a rib?
The dull weight of it all.  You.  
You voyaged through
hot white fire, back into my hands.
Your body never as white as these 
bits of bone, teeth, ash.
This is not you.  You were never a burden.

My fingers peel back the lid,
a gritty white ghost in a plain tan box.
The absurdity of an archeologist becoming artifact.
I carry you from room to room, where will I put you?
If I trip, would I vacuum?  Or even worse, mop,
sending sacred bits of you swirling down the drain?

Later, I drop handfuls of you into the sea,
mouths of mollusks and silver minnows 
will never appreciate the pleasures you gave.
I save a small portion of you. 

A tiny wooden box nestles 
deep in my lingerie drawer. 
There in the dark, I imagine 
bits of white knitting themselves 
back into your smile, 
your teeth beaming like stars 
against the black silk and lace.

RoseMarie
___________________________________________________________________

Vanessa Eskelin

Nanny Rose,
When I was a child you smelled of cigarette smoke.
It shaped the lines around your mouth,
Painted pretty with fuschia pink.
Rough voice deepening with age,
Like sandpaper on wood.
My cousin still hears your voice on his answering machine,
Too sad to erase you away.
I miss your harsh New York accent,
Telling me I’m for the birds.
We lived in two worlds apart,
With a continent in between.
Short times, the dream moments,
When we were a whole family.
Together for a synapse of ticking hands,
I remember you wrapped in warm humidity,
Drinking coffee too early,
Watching the water ebb and flow by like our memories. 

Ode to an Unrequited Love
___________________________________________________________________

Chelsea Wiggins

You remind me of Mount Rainier,
with your snow-streaked, earth-colored hair,
and looking into your eyes is like leaning back and 
gazing up through a green canopy at the blue sky
 
You remind me of strong, rugged trees
and all of my childhood road trips
 
You remind me of subtly sunny days,
half-frozen rivers, quiet clearings,
wandering trails, and hidden gushes of water,
and the veins in your arms seem gentle streams
 
You remind me of antique almanacs,
nearly abandoned general stores,
Native American legends, and
hushed logging industries
 
You remind me of tree rings, and
the lines and cracks and callus-marks 
on your purposeful hands
resemble the cold wood grain
of log cabins and tree stumps
 
You remind me of friendly groundcover
and picturesquely wild undergrowth and
the wisdom shot out through the eyes of 
deer and owls and tiptoeing raccoons
 
You remind me of moments of peace
and silence, of breathing in cool air
with my eyes closed, and of the
smooth jaggedness of glaciers
 
You remind me of Mount Rainier,
and the dull ache in my chest 
that comes when I have to drive
away from it, and the way its 
vast majesty makes me want 
to burst open, reborn 

After Armageddon
___________________________________________________________________

Glenna Cook

The dog in heaven runs,
tail held high, yellow eye beaming
upon lovers still in bed at noon-time.

Don’t wake them.
They survived the bitterest
days and now rest
in their spent passions.

Their breath stirs new leaves on cherry
trees, their sweat fills thirsty river beds.

Sing them a song to seal their love,
to start their love babies growing.

Where the Boys Were
___________________________________________________________________

Dianne Avey

It was the summer of my fifth grade
my best friend had wavy blonde and straight teeth
she could run fast and already wore a real bra
not the padded kind I had.
We were looking for some quarters to go
to Grohndal’s to buy Cokes.  Then we’d 
walk the railroad track, barefoot, down to
Sunnyside beach, where the boys were. 

She said she knew where to go get some money.
We crossed her dead end street to the old green house,
she pushed open the rusty gate, walked through the dry grass,
and went in without knocking.  It smelled like old
people and cigarettes.  I wanted to leave.   
He sat in the dark corner, television reflected in his glasses.
He set down his amber drink, the glass echoed 
against the tin TV tray.  In the dark silence
of orange shag and yellow walls, he rubbed out his cigarette
and carefully drew down the blind.
He struggled out of his chair and went into the bedroom.
No one said a word.  
He dropped something on the floor.

Like a trained surgeon, my best friend skillfully put on a pair 
of clear vinyl gloves, she gave me a pair and told me to 
put them on, I did.  Four small gloved hands 
on our thin tan arms. 
We went in. I held the Vaseline.
He lay there, exposed,
a shocking silhouette of pale papery skin.
Sunlight slanted in through the window.
Outside, a robin was singing in the camellia bush,  
I longed to be that bird or anything else 
with a voice.

She went to it like some cleaning job she’d done a hundred
times before, milking that glossy grotesque creature in its thicket 
of grey.
I couldn’t keep from looking at it, and the small dry circle of
his mouth, encrusted in stubble and such sad wanting.
The deed done, gloves shed, the crumpled twenty dollar bill
snatched from the floor and shoved into the pocket of her cut-
offs.
  
We escaped out into the bright sun, squinting, running, running.  
Running into the woods, through the fresh scent of alder, 
huckleberry, and cedar,
past our secret fort, past the magic swing tree, running.
Washed by dappled light through green leaves and blue sky, 
running.
Running all the way to the creek barefoot, 
we splashed ourselves back to innocence.  
Still wet, we walked downtown and bought
our Cokes, hiked the tracks to the beach to
where the boys were.

Fetal Alcohol Syndrome
___________________________________________________________________

Risa Denenberg

Darkness illuminates a child-sized grave.
Noted: small cranium, fine tremors, glue-tongue.
Mother drinks vodka, smokes Camels, lights off.
Her hush-hush is engorged with ache.
Empty bottles sing lullabies if you blow across their tinny 
mouths.
She hears spinal fluid swilling in its cord.
Call the doctor, read tea-leaves, lick wounds.
The infant doesn’t cry, but is pale as ice.

Where It All StArted
___________________________________________________________________

Tim Sherry

Big families sometimes need a Bakersfield 
or a New Jersey to keep their brothers in line.  
Down the dinner table full of boys, 
someone has to get it once in awhile.
The one whose teacher called is tonight’s Arkansas; 
and tomorrow someone will be from Cleveland 
because of clothes on the floor.  
 
The geography lesson works until 
one evening little Gary rises up 
and yells hate you’s back.
The chase down the hall breaks off 
at the parents’ room where it all started, 
and he jumps on the bed crying 
into the sheets where mom and dad did it.
 
Back in the kitchen, the world order dies laughing 
until an elbow asks more potatoes please.  
Table manners count when the man of the house, 
because he is a man, doesn’t think it’s funny 
and doesn’t need any more of this.
He knows the feeling 
from eight hours in a ditch with a shovel.  
 
Last week it was a sewer line behind Wal-Mart.
This week it’s been a water main along the tracks.  
A thousand times he has wished 
just one day in Manhattan sitting on a new backhoe 
with traffic held up while he digs through 
to the power lines covered by sheets of concrete 
laid down by someone else’s doing.
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Ghost-riding the Whip
___________________________________________________________________

Marjorie Rommel

it’s magic
   that’s all it is 
 hotfooting 
the bonnet 
  going fast fast fast

yeah hyphy!

 cruise control
    no tabs
  no license
 no body 

  behind the wheel

but plenty of air
 & your life 
        in your crazy hands 

  stereo cranked past 11 
playing E-40

 ––Tell Me When To Go––

   & I’m gone

Last Days (for SUE)
___________________________________________________________________

Nancy McLaughlin

In a very tight room
thinking barely possible
dimly edged light drifts in
a window
a view
the new spring leaves
dotted green charms
on black branches.

Chairs creak nervously
every word strange
we call her back to us
in hushed voices.

Her body is a fallen deer
paralyzed, struggling to rise,
her mind still ready to fly
back through the woods, 
back to those sweet meadows.

Typo
___________________________________________________________________

Titus Burley

Seemed like nothing at the time
A miscue, an error, a typo
An accidental t replacing the p
Two shits passing in the night

The smallest error, the largest repercussions
One miscue, one error, one typo
A little t when better judgment said p
Wrong companionshit causing relationshit

Feet of clay do not type accurately
Even pedicured toes trod wrongly
Sometimes a t mistakenly replaces the p
But to hide it? That’s just censorshit.

Voices of the City
___________________________________________________________________

Antonio Edwards Jr.

There are many the voices in the city
However, these are the  not so preferred voices that we 
hear
You know the ones that we fear
That buzz around our ear like an annoying fly
Whose cries often go unheard…Ignored
Their songs carry no melody through the air, only stench
One such voice full of grunt, mumbles and moans of 
disapproval yells into society’s deaf ear
Mr. Heany, a man who carried the weight of world on his six 
foot three inch frame causing him to walk 
hunched over and downcast
His hair probably once blond like Norway now dark and 
matted.
A dwelling place for lice, leaves and discarded things.
Tobacco stained lips bordered by a mucus filled mustache 
and bearded face
Never wiped totally dry by his sleeves.
His gate, a distinctive shuffle commanded my peripheral to 
take notice yards away.
And as he approached me the only thing I wanted to give to 
him was a wide berth
You see, by now Mr. Heany had lost control of his bodily 
functions in junction with mental illness.
This of course allowed me to justify my repulsed reaction 
toward him
However, he gained favor with our local merchants who he 
knew would feed him
In exchange for his absence and their guilt.
It’s been said; if you want the hear God laugh, tell Him your 
plans
My first day working at the Rescue Mission…I did
I told God I would serve the less fortunate and make a 
difference
So enter, Mr Heany…barefoot,
Holding on to what little dignity he had left with one hand 
and keeping his tattered trousers from falling 
with the other.
His footprints made of feces, the only matter he left behind
Once somebody’s son, brother or father
Now no longer… a bother.

The Warm Spot
___________________________________________________________________

Sally McClintock

The phone call. “Mother died.” 
I rush up the hill to my mother’s bedside, 
stand beside her cooling body.

I close her jaw. It falls open. 
I close it again 
and discover a warm spot on her neck, 
a spot of lingering heat, 
a mother-spot that winter has not reached.

I ponder how she made me 
out of this body 
which has just died-- 
yet her neck still warm

and I have found it, 
and felt it, 
and my spirit lightens.

Outline
___________________________________________________________________

Marjorie Rommel

the old woman’s daughter lost
 many years ago –– now
                              the war over

perhaps only in caesura, the daughter
  still lost, a broken son 
                home again, at least
                              for now–– 

                                                   the mongol child taken
at birth, abandoned, the mother betrayed, 
                             the child betrayed …

                             The problem here is    fragmentation
isolation,  brokenness
               gathered in again

                the crazy son –– his 
grieving mother holds him together 
             chanting the names of things

                                                   isolation     betrayal
              broken glass in an alleyway 
                                                   fragments arranged
in delicate arcs at one end
                                                   of a magnet

                                     the puzzle stone 
                 cracked –– its shards
    reshaped
pressed     together
                                                                 again
                                                  again…

       chanting the names of things
 
all the names …

The Pilings
___________________________________________________________________

Jennifer Chushcoff

It’s Friday night
and Katie Downs’ heroic humming
rumbles over thick-planked floors
tumbling to the sea below
mixing with the ancient echoes.
 
The sea remembers when
docks draped around the Bay
like a busy necklace, but now
scattered pilings lean
and kneel to fate,
sprouting weeds and Cormorants.
 
The wood has been retired,
bent from time and
berthing ships.
Briny hulls once chafed their hides,
engraving scars and raking splinters
as they delivered goods.
 
Still, the pilings stand,
as stubborn as Greek columns,
their prehistoric tar waking in the heat,
oozing sticky, iridescent blood
reminders of an early age and industry
when people coursed their docks,
beating busy rhythms
with their leather, hobnailed boots.
 
Here, Washington’s wheat
was scattered to the world
in grain sacks slung on shoulders.
Asia’s tea arrived in dark, carved chests.
Just to keep the pace, sawmills buzzed
throughout the night
peeling fresh-cut lumber.
 
Today, the rivers’ mouth now opens
on a gallery of trade where
men hoist railcars with machines
from ship to road and rail.
In intermodal yards,
container cranes
lug 20 foot-long boxes
filled with Chinese goods.
 
Somewhere just below
whales in rubber-skins
still pursue the seals while
seals pursue their salmon:
Coho, Sockeye and Chinook.
 
Restaurants dotting Ruston Way
watch out their windows,
guarding tired timbers
as new ships cut the Bay
sending sheets of water
underneath their hungry hordes.
 
I’m thankful for their old and steady bones
as I take another bite.
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The Young Summer
___________________________________________________________________

David Mucklow

This summer we smoked and drank a lot,
sharing stories of nights past,
making sayings that we carried with us
the rest of that year.

Cigarettes shared on back porches
meant more than the stories
that went along with them,
and the drink concoctions we made
were steps toward alcoholic tendencies.
We found our way home,
carousing the night 
‘til the sun came up,
sharing six am beers 
before we slept until three.

The young summer 
was more important
than the future.

Now, back at school,
we act like there’s more to life,
like there is a future
that we are living for,
a dream that is fabricating and unfolding
in our studies and extra-curricular activities.

We’re staying in on Tuesdays,
going to bed early to get up for class,
when we know we could show up 
still drunk and no one would care,
and nothing would be different.

Except what we learned about each other,
from the beers we drank
and the puke we spewed
before we went out
sharing cigarettes and stories
on the walk there.

Wo r ksh op Ad v i c e_

__________________________________________________________________

Brian Desmond

to write
“a  poem”
 
simply remove
the rubble
 
(the “rbl”)
 
from “a problem”
 
and “a problem”
becomes
 
“a  p o  em”

Writ ing is a Temporal Art
___________________________________________________________________

Ida Poberezovsky

“Writing is a temporal art,” says my poetry dictionary.
It’s true, because each bite of a poem is a life long lived 
then
quickly down the gullet,
a punch to the stomach --
“Like a shot of tequila,” says my poetry professor.

What a jumble of words life is,
what a swamp of love and pain and degradation –
our lives are so small and truthful
that we can tuck them in the armpit of poetry
and let them curl around themselves,
warm and sticky with mixed metaphor.

“To write is to feel life’s emptiness and fill it with sounds,” 
Is what the poetry dictionary doesn’t say,
to roll with the rhythm of knowing something new,
to purr with the reminder of riches regained. 
And when, at the end, you are out of breath,
it is because poetry’s time has washed over you,
and you have felt in every syllable a resurrection.

Midwest Storm
___________________________________________________________________

Kay Mullen

Summer breezes ripple weeds 
for days, begin to quicken, slacken
the reins of galloping clouds.

Far off lightning flickers.
Between thunder rolls, light snaps 
the sky, gusts whip the flagstone

walls, race through hollows
of the bell tower.  In the distance
a low rumble as if a funnel swirls

across the drenched fields,
everything in its path whirled
in the tempest.  Rain sheets

the window.  I close the drapes
as if I could blanket the noise,
as if shards of lightning would cease

to brighten the walls and bounce
from the mirror.  Another siege
to be endured, to run its course like

all rage does.  As quickly as the chaos 
swells, earth swivels a notch, 
the storm rolls over the horizon, 

turns the knob of its spent door 
to a scene of calm, wet macadam 
steaming like morning horses.

W hat Us Is
___________________________________________________________________

Kellie Richardson

We tight knit like fish scales
Segmented with intention
Bruised by devotion,
Happy to be hurt
joined by soft taupe hooks
And fleshy pearls.
We are earth on foot
Pretty clay angels
Wings tucked away 
in our pocketbooks
with Doublemint and perfume.
You damn skippy 
we still powder before we lotion
Wear slips on Sunday
eat fish with spaghetti
and keep the oil in a
jar next to the stove.
We let it ride to the
pit of low
and hustle back before
the hot water runs out, 
and trepidation leave us
high and dry.

Sidewalks
___________________________________________________________________

Kellie Richardson

These sidewalks don’t lie
cuz they don’t have to
No embellishments necessary
The truth is richer than the Ruston well-to-do
My sidewalks make concrete a red carpet.
This is where we roll deep,
and love sweet.
Love hard like gangbusters,
like fruit fresh off the vine,
like we were never hurt.
These sidewalks are weathered and worn
from the footprints of city soldiers and prisoners
of this long fought war;
they have cracked under the weight of regret
ripped open like defeated samurais
and some have up and left,
To become part of the structures they once despised,
falling in line with short sighted high rises
and crooked, shiny expansions of a stranger’s fantasy
To survive.
What else would you have them do?
We are soaked in the sweet and sordid.
Relief comes and goes
with rehabs and festivals,
campaign trails and media fed movements
but the real grace is in the sediment,
the rubble and dust of the people
that walk these streets.
The grit ain’t no eyesore.
It is the life blood of me.
ushing  the pulse of my nature,
tying me to this doomed paradise
til I turn to russet dust.

Fog
Tad Monroe

How is it that the weather
of our ancestors
is born again
in our own blood?
 
This morning the sky is cut open
and is bleeding fog.
Always in this weather,
I can feel their DNA pulsating through me.
 
Passed on
like whiskey through my veins.
The haziness
of a drunken Irish sister
trying to ward off
the melancholy;
still singing loud ballads
of the proud.
 
Circulating in my lungs;
the heavy breathing
of a Norwegian fisherman
cutting through
the early morning waters.
 
Or his brother
the farmer,
sowing and waiting;
never enough of a harvest,
but alive to hope
the moment the sunlight
harrows through the gray air.
 
Some prefer clear mornings,
nervous, they say
about all that hides
within the fog;
anxious about finding their way.
 
I have learned to appreciate
the trust that is born
in heavy mist;
the way it allows us
to pass among
and before one another
with a proper anonymity.
 
This is the grace
of being shrouded;
the grace of partial revelation.
 
It is not what hides in the fog
that will harm us,
but how what it hides
will hold us,
and even at times,
save us. 
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Office
__________________________________________________________________

Leah Coakley

The paper shredder
lets out a baroque cough.
Its inky leftovers fatten trash bags
like pillows stuffed with used quills 
instead of down.

Someone has stripped the almonds
off each Danish with the precision
of a hummingbird.

A mustached man hums a serenade 
to the fax machine,
welcoming the warm pages into the world
by folding them around his coffee mug.

The mail boy has changed his lip ring,
and the woman in Marketing 
who sketches him daily 
adds a blot of purple.

Each silver square hides its fondant
human center with the patent leather shine
of a Sunday shoe,
a breathing Cubist symmetry.

Autumn Gilbert
__________________________________________________________________

Taylor Goullaud

The guests of your going-away party chatted and clinked
green crystal glasses of gin and tonic.
They didn’t notice you tug
on my hand and say, “Let me show you
something...” in that sugary rasp you’d developed from
too many cigarettes.

The whitest moon shone through a tiny Depression-glass 
window
and speckled the tops of your barely freckled cheeks with 
pale light.
The wisps of hair falling out of your bun looked like the tails
that sprout from a bulb of garlic.

Standing on silk scarves, our knees knocked, and I pulled 
you
a little closer, and you stood
a little taller.
I looked at the sheet of black lashes shielding
your pretending eyes
as your
beet-smeared lips
barely
touched my mouth
as all restraint gave way to frantic frantic frantic kisses--
I slipped, falling backward, pulling you down with me onto
musty coats and dresses piled
in the depths of your closet.

Fresh-picked Herbs
__________________________________________________________________

Taylor Goullaud

A squirrel breathing disearnestly is visible from our kitchen 
nook.
The lace that blurs the window conceals hairless places on 
his body.

I fumble with the cast iron pan of seething rosemary pota-
toes.
Their scent hangs in the air.

The aroma of my frivolous fingers is indiscreet.
I look out again.

Past the table of dirty cloth napkins, watercolors, cold 
orange tomatoes, and empty coffee cups--
the squirrel is pulling his crippled body to a better dying 
place.

Passover
__________________________________________________________________

Sandy King

Carry me--
Carry me over the threshold.
Raise me up;
Lift me out;
Get me through.

Alone, me--
By myself, I keep on falling;
Helplessly,
On my own--
Without hope...

And the blood on the doorframe is real,
From impatient attempts to run outside.
Sidelined, can I be peaceful and remember
That the one who holds my future doesn’t lie.

Clumsy me--
Hurt myself again—so weary of...
Aching head,
Broken heart;
I need you...

Carry me--
Carry me through to tomorrow.
Wake me up.
Bring me out.
Help me move.

And the blood on the doorframe is real
From some reckless attempt at solo flight.
I know cursing at these wounds won’t speed their healing,
As I wonder if I will ever be alright.

Yet the blood on the doorpost is real;
Meant only to stay there for the night;
So trustworthy I find this revelation:
Deliverance requires more than my might.
Carry me.

The Cat at Kings and Virgin ia Woolf__________________________________________________________________

Tad Monroe

Just a few feet from the entrance and to the left
the large gray cat lies curled in a mound
of purring warmth.
While outside another species of gray
stretches out over the city’s collective mood
with a rattling chill.
 
The cat’s eyes squint lazily open
with a subtle flash of familiar recognition.
As he says to me,
Hello my portly pastor poet,
What inspiration do you seek today?
 
The smell is musty,
like northwest concrete and old glue.
The soil and air of America
has attached itself to the pages of every book
in the store.
 
I wear my usual path,
towards the usual suspects;
through Percy, O’Connor, and Green
Make a quick stop at Fitzgerald and Maugham
and veer rearward for a look
at the poets and philosophers.
Cautiously optimistic of finding
an early edition or hardback glory.
 
With nothing to declare
I pass the old cat on the way to the exit.
With his eyes closed he says,
who’s afraid of Virginia Woolf?,
and points his tail towards To the Lighthouse.
Picking up the book I think,
why should anyone be afraid of her?
 
As I thumb through the book I think to myself,
Why couldn’t her lighthouse lead Virginia safely to harbor?
Was it neglected by its keeper?
Did he fall asleep at the helm
or did it simply burn out with no explanation;
leaving her to be crushed and killed
against jagged cruel rocks?

Literature couldn’t save her,
but perhaps it can still save me.
Books as lighted buoys
strewn about the sea of meandering northwest days,
leading me ashore in absence of a singular beacon.

ffllowers __________________________________________________________________

James Rodgers

In so many poems
our lives are compared
to that of flowers,
of poppies, violets and roses,
or the seasons of a garden,
and as I get older,
this thought worries me
as I can’t remember
when I might have bloomed.

Adulterers
__________________________________________________________________

Alexey Damov

HE
I wrote you a letter here it is
Edited by cousins and aunts
Trusted into the care of bees
Were these years or months
Of dreams of dread but listen
At night still hear you whisper kiss it

Your body scolded soul of mine
The room the bed the nosy angels
In other life you were a bride
A kin a friend of total strangers
Still if you ever weary listen
Stop by we’ll have some gin or whiskey

I lie I steal I run red lights
And dim the sun and flood the valley
Frequent the baths get into fights
Don’t think of you I’m drunk and jolly
But should the fucker hurt you listen
Just call alright I’ll kick his face in

SHE
He bantered the suburban night
Comparing stars to pop-corn
Littering theater floor,

Moon to jaw-breaker; I smiled
Suggesting we get wine
At the all night suburban corner store.

Drinking he went on you see
There really isn’t much to dying,
Like going through car wash

It is to no small degree
Clockwork of off beat wet dream
Confusing frightening and plush

I smiled, he lit a cigarette
From out gently parked
Cruiser not really interested cops

Studied us, one tired other fat.
I thought I heard the sun,
Breathing it in he noted darkness rusts
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by Nick Stokes So how are you going to pull this off?” joshua 
asks right when his interview comes to a close, right 
when I thought I was in the clear. he knew. I was busted. 
joshua knew I was going to feature him in the upcoming 
issue. The April issue. The one that was going to be 
distributed throughout all of South Sound. The one for 
National Poetry Month. The one that would contain 
poetry, and only poetry. That one. joshua just published 
a 245-page novel. Why feature him in the poetry issue 
then? because joshua just published a damn good 245-
page novel. I think that’s all the reason I need. 

If you must have another reason though, joshua’s 
writing has some quality poetic style. he doesn’t quite 
call it that, but that’s okay. Instead, he calls his writing 
Tacoma-centric. “This is where I’m from,” he says. “I 
knew my book had to be placed here.” The word here 
for Joshua encompasses basically everywhere, I find 
out; he’s been in the area his whole life. he was born 
in bremerton, grew up in the key Peninsula, spent his 
high school years in various parts of the east side of  
Tacoma, spent a few years farther North in Seattle, has 
family in Gig Harbor, and still finds enjoyment in further 
exploration and travel. 

It makes perfect sense, why The Tacoma Pill junkies is 
set here. So what is the book about? “Real life,” he says. 
“I mean, it’s a novel, so there’s suspension to this belief, 
but that’s more just for the story. The book is really just 
about the working class of Tacoma and their day to day 
life which for these characters is getting high and going 
to work and talking about whatever is going on.” I’m 
intrigued, so I flip through the book. My eyes skim over 
familar names of local bars and close-by destinations. 
It’s obvious joshua appreciates Tacoma and draws 
inspiration from the city. “Tacoma has a lot of history 
and it is more real than a lot of cities.” joshua gives me 
a quick history lesson and educates me on Tacoma’s 
changes and improvements, such as the addition of more 
public works and more developments, the availability of 
more money in schools, and the resurgence in the arts 
community.  Changes like these have made Tacoma an 
incredibly livable city. When I bring up 
Tacoma’s ‘bad reputation’ he tells me that 
this is just a common misconception, and 
that actually, he’s glad for this because it 
keeps Tacoma, well, Tacoma. “The grittiness 
of the city will continue to scare people away.” 

from our 45-minute interview, I can tell joshua keeps 
Tacoma Tacoma, a skill I’m sure he learned to do in one 
of his many careers.  He’s worked as a loan officer, a 
gift-wrapper, a rental truck driver, a telemarketer, a cab 
driver, a courier, and even worked as Santa Claus. for 
the last ten years though, joshua has worked as a sailor. 
he travels to Alaska every other month and works his job 
from there. Though he says this is hard because he has 
to leave his wife and son, it makes him happy to return 
to the city every other month. I imagine Tacoma is just 
as happy with his return, and I’m sure it welcomes him 
home with its familar gray, gritty smile.

“

a good 
sort

Crys
Ignatowski
Interviews Tacoma author joshua Swainston 

Square. 1 face. 6 in 3 dimensions. Immense. Im-
perceptible. outside empty. Stuffed animals in a 
chest. Compacted to cubes. equal height equal 
length equal depth. glass eyes see past glass 
walls. full white space pic. Polaroid laugh wail 
stroke pose. Dark figures file press order. Chaos 
housed. Absence without. Within tulip smile fat 
knuckle cry auricle sky ultrasound. Tight-packed 
rattleless lattice. 4 corners are 8 in 3d. Thought 
memory breath squared compressed nowhere 
to move nowhere to not be touched nowhere 
touched. elbows. black speck in blank dust mote 
in space love note in box. 2 cubed equals 8. Re-
inforced action potentials. 1s and 0s equal. open 
a face in 4d. Images spill escape expand. eye  
letter nothing. Capture stuff contain square.  box.
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I f you have ever looked at a map and have 
seen the inverse--a blue world framed by bodies 
of khaki and taupe--then you might understand 
where I’m coming from. A map, like poetry, can 
hold a number of meanings in its “margins”. 
Reading in between the lines, the “negative 
space” of a map--river, sea, ocean, blank, 
blue canvas--can look entirely different with a 
changed perspective.

Looking at a map of South Sound in this way, 
the blue stands out clearly, while the wheat and 
khaki-colored masses marking “land” fade into 
the background. The longer I look, the more the 
blue water seems to be central to the map, until it 
is all I see. And in a way this makes sense, since 
we are by name defined by the water surrounding 
us. South Sound. 

And that fluid term that defines and unites us, 
serves well to the purpose of this issue. Poetry, 
diversity, language. Sound. 

I apologize if this feels odd. A bit of a stretch. but 
I have been staring at this map of South Sound, 
and I am seeing some things.

What I see is this:
Two figures, facing each other. One is telling a 
story, the other is leaning in.  They look like ents, 
or wizards, and regardless of my appreciation for 
Mr. Tolkien’s work, there is something definitely 
mystical about the two. 
Perched on a branch to the right, a strange 
vulture-type bird listens in.
even upside down I see things. An alligator, a 
dinosaur, and some strange type of dragon, all 
fighting to the death.*

But what strikes me is that my first reaction when 
I saw the image was “storytelling”. How fitting! 
Perhaps it isn’t a stretch at all then, to claim that 
we South Sounders really are natural storytellers?

Yes, this is silly. And yes, it is quite likely that 
 not all of you will agree with me. but that 
 is what makes this map, the Sound, 
 and the people that belong to 
 it so wonderful. This beautiful range in 
 perspective. It can be seen on the streets 
 and throughout the pages of 
this issue. The varying backgrounds, 
the topics, the word choice: it is 
something almost, dare I say, topographical?

So the next time you see a map, a body 
of water, a person walking down the 
street, or The Lord of the Rings, think of the 
storytelling ents. or, for that matter, think of 
your own storytelling. You will only make the 
Sound richer by sharing your perspective.

*or maybe not, but at least I made you turn this issue upside down?

tacoma
 mosaic

Ava
Williams

DIANNE AVEY | ANDERSON ISLAND 
was born and raised in the South Sound area, 
currently residing on an Anderson Island, 
where her Swedish immigrant ancestors set-
tled in the late 1800’s.  She works as a nurse 
practitioner and writes poetry as often as she 
can between raising her son, washing the dog, 
long walks, and trying to learn the fiddle (not 
necessarily in that order!)  She is working on 
a manuscript of poetry of grief and recov-
ery after the death of her husband in 2006.

ELIZABETH BECK | GIG HARBOR, WA
is an omnivorous nocturnal creature most often 
found in the Pacific Northwest Region of North 
America, namely gig harbor.  Naturally at home 
in her habitat of dark-ferned forests and rainy 
streets lined with coffee shops, she can be seen 
hosting local WAWe (Writer At Wit’s end) meet-
ings.  her work has been captured by the har-
bor history Museum, Washington State history 
Museum, and underneath the juniper Tree.  
She might also be glimpsed sneaking aboard 
ghostly tall ships to write macabre poems and 
evil unicorn stories.  Approach with caution. 

ALLEN BRADEN |  LAKEWOOD, WA
is the author of A Wreath of down and drops 
of blood (university of georgia) and elegy in 
the Passive voice (university of Alaska/fair-
banks).  he has read his poetry on kPfk, 
Pacifica Radio in Los Angeles and KUOW, 
National Public Radio in Seattle.  his grand-
father grew up in Tacoma and his great-
grandfather helped establish what’s now 
called the old Tacoma Cemetery.  he is an 
instructor at Tacoma Community College.

TITUS BURLEY | TACOMA, WA
is a seasoned novelist, poet, play-
wright, and now blogger. 

JENNIFER CHUSHCOFF | TACOMA, WA
writes fiction, and nonfiction, and po-
etry. her poems have appeared on tele-
vision, in an art gallery, in anthologies, a 
limited edition letterpress print and in the 
award-winning pop-up book, Snowflakes. 

LEAH COAKLEY | TACOMA, WA
is proud to live, work, and learn in Tacoma, 
Washington with her sweetheart and her 
dog.  her primary interests are her Med in 
Counseling program, social justice and femi-
nism, books, vegan cooking but mainly eat-
ing, muggle studies, naps, and travel.  her 
poems have been published in Antietam Re-
view, In Tahoma’s Shadow, and Post Defiance.

GLENNA COOK | TACOMA, WA
is a poet in her seventies. She started writing 
poetry in her fifties, while attending Tacoma 
Community College and university of Puget 
Sound, where she graduated with a b.A. in 
english Literature. While at uPS, she won the 
hearst Literary Prize for the humanities, and the 
Nixeon Civille handy poetry prize. glenna has 
been published in Trillium, uPS’s crosscurrents 
review, Spindrift, The Raven Chronicles, and 

Poets West. except for an eight-year stint in St. 
Regis, Montana, from which her and husband 
returned in 2011, she has spent all of her life in 
the Pacific Northwest, mostly in Tacoma, where 
her three children and their families also live.

ALEXEY DAMOV | TACOMA, WA
was born thirty-two years ago, but he is still 
working towards procuring an iron. In the 
meantime, he is doing away with the defects of 
outer garments via a pair of large uneasy hands.

RISE DENENBERG | OLYMPIC PENINSULA
is an aging hippie poet who earns her keep 
as a nurse practitioner. She spends the rest 
of her time reading and writing poetry. her 
chapbook, what we owe each other, is avail-
able from The Lives You Touch Publications.

BRIAN DESMOND | UNIVERSITY PLACE, WA
has lived in Cyprus, Iran, ecuador, Mada-
gascar, okinawa, england, and in numerous 
places throughout the united States. his po-
ems have been published in City Arts Maga-
zine, In Tahoma’s Shadow, Phrasings, and 
Phoebe. he has received the jeanne Lohmann 
Poetry Prize and the Anonymous bosch Po-
etry Award and has been a finalist for several 
other awards. brian has worked inside count-
less dark theaters as an actor, director, and 
playwright. And, once upon a time, he was a 
large, silent bird. Now he prefers the simplic-
ity of walking towards light-filled horizons.

DOUGLAS DODGE | TACOMA, WA
is forty-two years old and has been in the uS 
Army for twenty-two years. he and is the father 
of three children, and currently works on jbLM.

ANTONIO EDWARDS JR. | TACOMA, WA 
is known as the people’s poet. he was named 
Tacoma’s Poet Laureate in 2009. he writes 
about his life in ways which resonate with audi-
ences of all ages, races and cultures. As Poet 
Laureate, historically an appointment given 
to literary poets, Antonio made history in The 
City of destiny as the few spoken word artist 
to receive the prestigious title. Antonio has 
been writing and performing for over fifteen 
years providing listeners with personal, power-
ful and entertaining poetry, adding his unique 
style and insight to local issues, our human 
legacy, and matters of faith. focusing on per-
formance poetry, his spoken word pieces are 
charged with rhyme, rhythm, wordplay and 
verbal assaults that refuse to sit on paper.

VANESSA ESKELIN | PUYALLUP, WA
was raised, and still currently lives, in Puyallup, 
but hopes to migrate to Tacoma to be closer to 
her job. She works for an adult-league sports 
company and has her own dodgeball team. 
She started writing poetry and creative fic-
tion when she took a writing class for fun 
.Some of her poetry is a reflection of the last 
few years of her life, and serves as a way to 
work out what’s happened in her life and to find 
beauty, truth or just release from everything.
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CARL PALMER | UNIVERSITY PLACE, WA
Carl “Pape” Palmer, twice nominated for 
the Micro-Awards in flash fiction and thrice 
for the Pushcart Prize in poetry, grew up 
on old Mill Roadin Ridgeway, vA. Carl 
now lives the good life in university Place. 
his motto is “Long Weekends forever”.

LAUREN PLITKINS | TACOMA, WA
received a bachelor’s in english and Creative 
Writing in 2010 through the university of St. 
Thomas in houston, Tx. Lauren is currently 
pursuing an MfA degree through the low-resi-
dency program at Pacific Lutheran University. 

IDA POBEREZOVSKY | TACOMA, WA
is a senior graduating from the university
of Puget  Sound this  spring, where  she  writes 
under the wise wing of poetry 
professor hans ostrom. 

SUSAN RATCLIFFE | SHELTON, WA
is thirty-two years old and was born and 
raised in olympia. She currently lives in 
Shelton with her husband and their two chil-
dren. her pride and joy is being a wife and 
a mother. She is blessed and grateful ev-
ery day to stay at home full-time and raise 
her kids. She also has a passion for writing 
and dreams of having her work published.

KELLIE RICHARDSON | TACOMA, WA
also known as brown betty, kellie was born 
and raised in T-town, and is a proud resident 
of the hilltop. In her pursuit of helping stu-
dents find their voice, she re-discovered her 
own through writing.  She primarily focuses 
on poetry, essays, and blogging to process 
issues of identity, race, sexuality, social jus-
tice, and healing.  Coming from a culture that 
did not allow safe space to process or even 
name painful experiences, writing has always 
served as her lover, mother, and dysfunction-
al friend. her hope is to get folks to engage, 
just enter in to each other’s day to day strug-
gles, opting to give a damn in word and deed.

JEFF RICHARDSON | TACOMA, WA
also known as el jefe Tacoma, is a let-
ter carrier, a wannabe basketball coach, 
a math tutor, a singer/songwriter, and the 
lead organizer for The free Word Associa-
tion, a network of artists dedicated to mak-
ing Tacoma a world-class city for the arts. 

JAMES RODGERS | PACFIC, WA
has lived in Pacific, WA since 1997.  He is a 
member of Striped Water Poets in Auburn, 
and has read poems throughout the state.  he 
has been published in multiple magazines and 
chapbooks, including: HA!, WPA collections, 
Prism, and many more.  He has taken first 
prize twice, along with two third prizes, and 
multiple honorable Mentions in the Charles 
Proctor category for the Washington Poets 
Association.  he also has a blog called “hai-

kooky” that is a daily shot of humorous haiku.

MARJORIE ROMMEL | AUBURN, WA
is a 2007 graduate of the Rainier Writing Work-
shop at Pacific Lutheran University, and is the 
co-founder of The Northwest Renaissance, Po-
ets, Performers & Publishers. She was a Willard 
R. espy Literary foundation Resident in Poetry 
in 2000, was awarded the riverbabble bloom’s 
day Prize in fiction and the Adam family foun-
dation’s White bridge Traveling fellowship to 
live and write in Teton valley, Idaho, in 2001.

TIM SHERRY | TACOMA, WA
is a longtime public school teacher and admin-
istrator.  his poems have appeared in Interdis-
ciplinary humanities, The Seminary Ridge Re-
view, The Raven Chronicles, The Crab Creek 
Review, and Windfall: A journal of Poetry of 
Place, as well as others.  his work has been 
featured as part of local art and cultural ac-
tivities, in City Arts magazine, and in the an-
thology In Tahoma’s Shadow.  he has been a 
Pushcart nominee and his poem “of fires,” 
to be published this spring, was given honor-
able Mention recognition in the broad River 
Review 2012 Rash Awards Poetry Contest.  

EMILY SHORTER | LACEY, WA
is a stay-at-home mother of two previously 
from oklahoma. She is earning a degree 
in english-Creative Writing. She loves to 
write but more than that she loves to read. 

GERRY SPERRY | PUYALLUP VALLEY, WA
is a Tacoma native who now lives in a farm house 
in the Puyallup valley. he is an artist - a painter. 
he’s written poetry most of his adult life, but 
doesn’t know if it’s good enough for publication.

CARMEN STERBA | TACOMA, WA
is an educator and poet, who was born in 
Seattle, WA and lived in japan for half of her 
life. She has degrees in far east Asian Stud-
ies and Literature. As a former Secretary of 
The haiku Society of America from 2005-06 
and the 1st vice President in 2009, she re-
mains an active award-winning haiku poet 
involved in national and international haiku 
circles. She is co-founder of Commence-
ment bay haiku with judt Shrode and jim 
Westerhaven in the South Sound from 2012.

WILLIAM TURBYFILL | TACOMA, WA
was born in Lickskillet Alabama and grew up 
just outside of Chicago before moving to Taco-
ma nine years ago. Writing has always been a 
way for him to learn and understand concepts 
and ideas greater than himself. Whether they 
have to do with human nature or that char-
acter of god or all the countless principles in 
between, putting words to a page helps him 
make sense of the world. Some people are 
internal processors. Some people are ver-
bal processors. William is a paper processor.

BEVERLY FESHARAKI | TACOMA, WA 
has taught writing to elementary students 
and has served as an Instructional facilita-
tor, Mentor, Presenter and Literacy Coach 
for teachers.  bev is a reader, writer, golfer, 
grandma and friend. She is a member of the 
Poetry Workshop at katherine Place in Ta-
coma and the Merrill Ranch Community in 
florence, Arizona.   She works out in both 
communities, not often enough and watch-
es indie films, primarily for the popcorn.  

TAYLOR GOULLAUD | TACOMA, WA
Taylor Marie goullaud lives in the North end 
of Tacoma.  She attends the university of 
Puget Sound and is majoring in Psychology 
and minoring in english. originally from San 
Diego, CA, her first attempts at writing po-
etry were not up to her standards, but since 
the creative writing classes in college have 
since given her the tools she needed to make 
writing a habit.  from this, she has produced 
work that she feels genuinely expresses her 
thoughts in a style that fits her personality.  
Taylor plans to continue developing this style.

PHIL KENNEDY | TACOMA, WA
is a carpenter. he studied Latin in high school, 
poetry under Nelson bentley at the uW, and 
have also been influenced by Emily Dickinson, 
Robert frost, William blake, Robert brown-
ing, William Wordsworth, Robert burns, edna 
Millay, elizabeth bishop, Matthew Arnold, Wil-
liam Stafford, Theodore Roethke, jack gil-
bert, W. S. Merwin, franz and james Wright, 
Stanley kunitz, billy Collins and Robert Wrig-
ley, as well as by extra-poetic writers such as 
Sally Carrighar, Annie dillard, Aldo Leopold, 
john Muir, Charles darwin, doris Lessing 
and ursula Leguin, without any one of whom 
these poems would not exist as they are.

SANDY KING | TACOMA, WA
was born in Central Wisconsin. She’s been 
a citizen of Tacoma for the last twenty-four 
years. She believes that although a pic-
ture can paint a thousand words, a hand-
ful of words thoughtfully arranged can paint 
millions of different pictures in millions of 
minds’ eyes, and since the only tools needed 
for writing are a surface and an implement, 
engaging in the art form is relatively easy.  

RICHARD LOVERING | TACOMA, WA 
is the two-time winner of Tacoma’s Worst 
Poetry contest held at king’s books. he 
is convinced that if you like his poem, 
great, and if not, it is only affirmation.

SALLY MCCLINTOCK | SOUTH SOUND, WA
has worked for social justice in many ways 
throughout her life-- as a counselor in equal 
opportunity  programs, a community orga-
nizer, an investigative journalist, and a peace 
activist.  for the past eight years, she has 
written personal essays for Senior Scene. 

She has currently turned to poetry to ad-
dress the human condition in a different way.

NANCY MCLAUGHLIN | TACOMA, WA
has written poetry or ‘something akin to it’ ever 
since she could compose a sentence on pa-
per. She especially loves reading poetry, as it 
is capable of transporting us to both foreign 
and familiar places within a few short lines. 
Nancy is also a painter of abstract landscapes. 
She work as a locomotive engineer on the tide 
flats and looks forward to retiring soon to al-
low more time for both poetry and painting.

KEVIN MILLER | TACOMA, WA 
lives in old Town, Tacoma. Pleasure boat 
published his third collection, home & 
Away: The old Town Poems, in 2009.

TAD MONROE | TACOMA, WA
has lived and worked in Tacoma since 1993 
when he began attending Pacific Lutheran 
university, receiving a bA in history and 
Journalism. Recently he took his first job out 
of the 253 and is working as the ecumeni-
cal and Multifaith Campus Minister at Seattle 
university. he worked in Tacoma’s hilltop and 
downtown neighborhoods for fourteen years 
as a pastor of two local parishes, as a com-
munity organizer and volunteer, and a non-
profit leader. Tad also holds a Masters of 
divinity degree from fuller Theological semi-
nary. he co-founded the City of Tacoma’sPoet 
Laureate Program, the City of des-  
tiny faith and film Series, and The 
drunken Telegraph: Live Storytelling. 
Tad writes poetry, memoir, and creative non-
fiction. He has been published in the local Ta-
coma Anthology for poetry, In Tahoma Shad-
ows, and many other publications over the 
years. he is also a high school football coach. 

DAVID MUCKLOW | TACOMA, WA
is an english student at the university of 
Puget Sound. he looks forward to the life 
of a bum that his degree promises him.

KAY MULLEN | SOUTH SOUND, WA
kay’s work appears in various poetry journals 
and anthologies including: American Life in 
Poetry, Appalachia, Crab Creek Review. She 
has three poetry collections: Let Morning be-
gin (2001), A Long Remembering: Return to 
vietnam (2006) and even the Stones (2012). 
kay earned an MfA from the Rainier Writer’s 
Workshop at Pacific Lutheran University.

ALEX NEWMAN | TACOMA, WA
is a life-long Tacoma resident and gradu-
ate of university of Washington Tacoma’s 
communication program. he currently 
works as the Senior university director at 
franke Tobey jones. Alex enjoys walking 
the campus of university of Puget Sound 
with his cocker spaniel, Lady. he dabbles 
in all things art, but words are his passion.
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april
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As a self-funded publicaiton, WRIST is 
extremely grateful to the readers and 
writers who took time to contribute their 
works and thoughts of support in the 
many emails we recieved this month. 
Such support is what makes 
WRIST a worthwhile venture.

WRIST would also like to express 
thanks to Tammy Robacker and Maria 
gudaitis for helping get the word 
out about the April issue along with 
contributing to the judgement process.

gUest
jUDges
MARIA CHONG GUDAITIS | GUEST JUDGE
Maria Chong gudaitis is a korean-Lithuanian 
essayist, poet and designer who lives south 
of Tacoma, In 2012, Maria published a 
limited-edition, local National Poetry Month 
anthology and served as a News Tribune 
reader columnist. She also co-organized 
the hope for hard Times local reading at 
the Washington State history Museum, and 
was a featured reader at Tacoma’s first 
Night. A professional copywriter and graphic 
designer for two decades, Maria edited 
two books and wrote the foreword to drip 
dot Swirl. her essays and poetry appear 
regularly at her blog, mariagudaitis.com.

TAMMY ROBACKER | GUEST JUDGE
is a 2009-10 TAIP grant award winner, 
a 2011 hedgebrook writer in residence, 
and published her first book of poetry, 
The vicissitudes, in 2009. her poetry has 
appeared in WomenArts Quarterly journal, 
up The Staircase, Columbia Magazine, 
floating bridge Review: Pontoon, Wild 
goose Poetry Review, and Allegheny 
Review. Ms. Robacker graduated with a 
bA in Creative Writing from The evergreen 
State College in 1993. She runs her 
own freelance writing company, Pearle 
Publications (www.pearlepubs.com). 
Currently, Tammy is working on a second 
book of poetry titled, villain Song. visit 
the poet at www.tammyrobacker.com

teaM
wrist
JACKIE CASELLA | EDITOR 
is known as a mother, wife, writer and also 
a self-professed Tacoma enthusiast. What 
does this mean exactly? She’s a creative 
culture enthusiast who encourages others to 
explore the enchanting journeys this grit City 
hides under its perceived rough exterior. her 
professional career includes contributions 
to Patch.com, City Arts Magazine, Wrist 
Magazine and The Weekly volcano not to 
mention acting as executive director of the 
North Tacoma branch of Peace out and Co-
Producer of Art bus tours. She’s rarely seen 
without a pen or camera in hand and she’s 
slightly obsessed with bourbon cocktails 
as well as her newfound love of baking. 

CHRISTOPHER ARTHUR  |  FOUNDER, 
gRAPhIC deSIgNeR, ANd PubLISheR
is a graphic designer, photographer and 
publisher hailing from Seattle.  Now residing 
in Tacoma after living abroad in Montreal, 
NYC, and Provance while operating a variety 
of free publications, art collectives and 
design troupes.  Christopher is quoted as 
saying he is, “not a work-a-holic, rather in 
desperate avoidance of creative bordom.” 
Chris’s favorite publications are toss-
ups between juxtapose and Adbusters. 
he distributes his creative habits to 
industries ranging from fashion, retail and 
service industry type businesses and 
hopes to one day cook a perfect risotto.

CRYS IGNATOWSKI | ASSOCIATE 
PUBLISHER ANd Co-edIToR & 
judge of APRIL’S PoeTRY ISSue
is twenty-two years young.  She lives in the 
basement of a tan-colored Tacoma house 
where she spends her time writing  haikus 
and finding new ways to survive her insomnia. 
She wears beanies and flannels year-
round and is an avid lover of peanut butter.

AVA WILLIAMS  | ASSOCIATE EDITOR
ANd Co-edIToR ANd judge 
of APRIL’S PoeTRY ISSue
is an aspiring poet and cartoonist.  She 
is interested in documenting people 
and hopes to someday complete a New 
York Times Sunday crossword puzzle.

TATIANA MASON  | LITERARY 
AGENT ANd eveNT MC
is an undercover super nerd. When she is not 
leveling her Pokemon, watching anime, or 
saving hyrule, she likes to volunteer at different 
non-profit organizations around Tacoma.  She 
loves flowers, Arizona iced tea, the color red 
and making the world a better place. She 
enjoys being an independent black woman 
who don’t need no man (though she’s open 
to suggestions). her power level is over 9000. 
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DAVE WARNER | MILTON, WA
was born in Tacoma, and has lived in the 
area. he now resides in Milton, and works as 
a warehouseman in kent. his poems have 
been featured by Poets West, Quill & Parch-
ment, and in the anthology verseweavers for 
which he won a 2nd place award in the New 
Poets category from the oregon State Po-
etry Association. he frequently performs 
at open-mics at king’s books in Tacoma.

CHELSEA WIGGINS | TACOMA, WA
is a proud Tacoma local: She was conceived 
in Tacoma, born in Tacoma, and always lived 
in Tacoma. She studies english and Creative 
Writing at the university of Puget Sound, and 
she minored in Spanish. She’s been writing 
poetry since fourth grade, but she also likes 
writing songs, fiction, and drama. She enjoys 
taking in nature, shopping at thrift stores, 
rocking out to live music, seeing and mak-
ing art, and going on adventures. This year, 
she says she is embracing life and change.

TYLER YODER | TACOMA, WA
is a poet, taxidermist, and vagabond. he 
currently resides on a wormwood farm in 
buckley. Currently residing on a worm-
wood farm in buckley, he explores the world 
with a sense of perpetual wonder, writ-
ing short treatises on everyday wonders. 

aBoUt
wrist
founded by Christopher Arthur in August 
of 2012, the magazine was assembled and 
published as an open source for local authors 
to publish personal works in, free of cost to 
both author and reader.  The publication is 
independently funded by Christopher and 
is currently distributing on a monthly  basis 
in both print and web formats.  Printed 
circulation of 500 issues are distributed 
each month in Tacoma’s 6th Avenue and 
downtown neighborhoods along with 630 
online subscriptions (and growing) which 
reach as far out as Sao Paulo and barcelona.

WRIST staff members and contributors are 
are all 100% unpaid volunteers, each investing 
over 50 hours each month to ensure making 
each issue not only possible, but noteworthy.


